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Madison Jewish Center

SCHEDULE OF SERVICES FOR JANUARY 2022

ALL SERVICES ON ZOOM and SOME SERVICES IN PERSON

Friday December 31st
Candle Lighting
4:20pm
VIRTUAL Service
7:30pm
Saturday January 1, 2022
VIRTUAL Service
10:30am

SHABBAT M’VARKHIM haHODESH – SH’VAT
Parashat va’EIRA
Exodus 8:16-9:33

HAFTARAH Y’HEZK’EIL 28:25-29:21
RABBI KANE’S D’VAR TORAH
Friday January 7th
Candle Lighting
4:24pm
VIRTUAL Service
7:30pm
th
Saturday January 8
VIRTUAL Service 10:30 am
Weekly Portion BO
Exodus 12:29-13:16
HAFTARAH YIRMIYAHU 46:13-28
RABBI KANE’S D’VAR TORAH
Friday January 14th
Candle Lighting
4:32pm
ZOOM Service
7:30pm
VIRTUAL TU B’SHVAT SEDER
TO FOLLOW SERVICES
Saturday January 15th
In Person Service
10:30am

SHABBAT SHIRAH

Saturday Jan. 15th continued
Weekly Portion: b’SHALLAH
Exodus 14:26-17:16
HAFTARAH SHOFTIM 4:4-5:31
RABBI KANE’S D’VAR TORAH
Friday January 21st
Candle Lighting
4:31pm
VIRTUAL Service 7:30pm
BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY SHABBAT
Speaker Series continues with
Peter Arborea, Financial Planner
Saturday January 22nd
VIRTUAL Service
10:30am
Weekly Portion: YITRO
Exodus 18:1-20:22
HAFTARAH Y’SHA’YAHU 6:1-7:6;95-6
RABBI KANE’S D’VAR TORAH
Friday January 28th
Candle Lighting
4:48pm
VIRTUAL Service
7:30pm
Saturday January 29th
VIRTUAL Service
10:30am

SHABBAT M’VARKHIM haHODESH –
ADAR I Parashat MISHPATIM
Exodus 23:20-24:18

HAFTARAH YIRMIYAHU
34:8-22, 33:25-26
RABBI KANE’S D’VAR TORAH
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MESSAGE ARTICLE – January 2022
Rabbi Shae J. Kane D.D.

I wanted to share with you these eloquent and articulate reflections of Dr. Shuly Rubin
Schwartz, the first woman and newly selected Chancellor of the Jewish Theological Seminary, on her
recent visit to The White House for the Hanukkah celebration. I know Shuly personally, as she and her
late husband Rabbi Gershon Schwartz Z”L, lived in the neighboring town when we lived on Long
Island 25 years ago.
“How fortunate American Jews have been in the United States. This country has offered Jews
a sense of at-homeness unprecedented in Jewish history. Having been granted citizenship as a matter
of course along with other Americans, our ancestors had the confidence to plant new roots in this
country and were able to flourish as both Americans and as Jews. By establishing a secular state that
was friendly to religion, the founders made it possible for Jews to contribute to society without hiding
or renouncing their Jewishness.
So, when an invitation to the White House Hanukkah party popped up in my inbox, I was filled
with emotion. Honored to be invited, I hastily replied that I would attend. But I confess that
something continued to gnaw at me as the day drew near, for I grew up in an era when separation of
church and state was understood to be a necessary safeguard of the liberty that Jews have enjoyed.
My rabbi father would rail against nativity scenes in the public square, and the addition of a
hanukkiyah, or m’norah, far from assuaging his concerns, only exacerbated them.
For my father and so many Jews in mid-century America, Madison’s view that ‘religion and
government will both exist in greater purity the less they are mixed together’ resonated. But what
did it feel like to participate in a Hanukkah candle-lighting ceremony and reception in the People’s
House in 2021, after decades in which the lines separating church and state have been blurred
considerably, a development many Americans—Jews included—heartily endorse?
Entering the White House, I expected to feel unsettled. Yet as I crossed the threshold, I
thought about the all-important distinction between a government seeking a religious endorsement,
or privileging one religion, and a government that extends respect and gratitude to all religious
groups that make up the fabric of our society and especially its generous and humane aspects. This
event surely reflected the latter. Passing through the White House corridors, we were greeted by live
music and staff who offered a hearty ‘Welcome to the White House.’ I realized that was precisely how
I felt: welcome. And as I entered the room where we would light the candles—despite the presence
of six Christmas trees and four wreaths amidst a portrait of George Washington, I experienced a
mixture of joy, pride, and immense gratitude.
Perhaps the relationship between church and state has always been more complicated than
meets the eye. As Will Herberg, social philosopher and sociologist of religion best known for his
book Protestant, Catholic, Jew reminded us almost 70 years ago (just as my father’s rabbinate was
beginning): ‘neither in the minds of the Founding Fathers nor in the thinking of the American people
… did the ‘separation of church and state’ imply unconcern with, much less hostility to, religion on
the part of the government.’
When I stood among other Jews celebrating Hanukkah with our Catholic president in what is still a
culturally Protestant country, I saw the truth in Herberg’s assertion. I also identified deeply with our
early American Jewish forebears, for even in 1788, just a few weeks after the Constitution was
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ratified, Jews participated in public events to celebrate the moment. The largest of these celebrations
took place on July 4th in Philadelphia—then the capitol of the country. Blacksmiths walked behind a
large bellows that symbolized the passion to keep alive the flame of liberty. Ministers marched arm in
arm. And though there were no rabbis in the country yet, a hazzan filled this role.
Naphtali Phillips, a child at the time, later described the event in a letter, making special
mention of the food served to the marchers at the end of the parade: ‘There was a number of long
tables loaded with all kinds of provisions, with a separate table for the Jews who [for religious
reasons] could not partake of the meat from the other tables; but they had a full supply of soused
[pickled] salmon, bread and crackers, almonds, raisins etc. This table was under the charge of an old
cobbler named Isaac Moses.’
The symbolism here is astounding. Less than a month after the ratification of the Constitution
and three years before the adoption of the Bill of Rights, which guaranteed freedom of religion, Jews
already felt and exercised that right. They participated fully as American Jews—their hazzan arm in
arm with Christian ministers and the presence of supervised kosher food ensuring that they too could
enjoy the celebration. They simultaneously stood both as part of and distinct from the heart of
American life. Phillips detailed the sumptuousness of the ‘kiddush’ not the strangeness of it.
Then as now, the strength of our country derives from the diversity of religious voices—
majority as well as minority ones. This diversity for Jews is now embodied in the person of Doug
Emhoff, for this candle lighting marked the first time Hanukkah was celebrated by a Jewish member
of the Second Family, the Second Gentleman. The Liberty Bell m’norah that was kindled reinforced
this sentiment, for it was designed by Manfred Anson (1922-2012), a Holocaust survivor, in honor of
Philadelphia’s Liberty Bell. In Herberg’s words: ‘America is predominantly a land of minorities; that is
its uniqueness, its strength, but to a degree also its weakness. Some way must be found in which
these minorities within the national community may each freely pursue its own particular concerns
without impairing the over-all unity of American life.’
Hearing President Biden, Vice President Harris, and their spouses share powerful Hanukkah inspired messages of hope, steadfastness, and survival; reciting blessings over the Hanukkah candles
and singing ‘Maoz Tzur,’ listening to the stirring words of JTS alumna Rabbi Lauren Holtzblatt, I felt
the privilege of living fully as both an American and a Jew, of embracing both my Jewish
distinctiveness and my unity with all Americans.” (Italics mine)
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foresight.” – Tove Jansson
This passage reminds me of the “winter” of the pandemic, where we were all forced to stay
home, upend our regular routines and reevaluate our priorities. As with the season of winter, it
also became a time to reflect on what gives us warmth and feelings of safety. For most of us,
the answer to that is friends and family, good health, (and toilet paper). We defended what is
important and precious to us by getting vaccinated and wearing masks and socially distancing.
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President’s Message
January 2022
January 1st starts a new month and a new year, promising the hope of a better year than the one that
just ended. As the pandemic rages on, and our daily routines continue to be hampered by the necessary
precautions we have to take to stay safe from the scourge of the covid-19 virus, we try to find a shining
light at the end of this dark tunnel. While January may be cold and our days may be short, January is
also a time to mark the beginning of a spring soon to arrive. One of the ways we do this is to celebrate
Tu B’Shvat. We plant trees and we give thanks for the many fruits that those trees provide us. Trees
clean the air we breathe and provide us with oxygen. We also plant trees to celebrate a life cycle
event, to honor someone or in memory of a loved one. In Judaism, the tree is a powerful symbol of life
itself.
Tu B’Shvat or the "New Year of the Trees" is Jewish Arbor Day. The holiday is observed on the 15th
(tu) of the Hebrew month of Shvat. Scholars believe that originally Tu B’Shvat was an agricultural
festival, marking the emergence of spring. In the 17th century, Kabbalists created a ritual for Tu
B’Shvat that is similar to a Passover seder. Today, many Jews hold a modern version of the Tu
B’Shvat seder each year. The holiday also has become a tree-planting festival in Israel, in which
Israelis and Jews around the world plant trees in honor or in memory of loved ones and friends.
So this January, I encourage everyone to join us for the Tu B’Shvat seder on January 14, and take a
moment to appreciate all that trees mean to our survival. If you want to plant a tree in Israel to
celebrate a life cycle event, or to honor someone or in someone’s memory, you can do so through the
Jewish National Fund by going on their website, www.jnf.org.
As Dr. Seuss’s title character, the Lorax, would say, “speak for the trees.”
Best wishes for the new year ahead!
Rachel

“The quiet transition from autumn to winter is not a bad time at all. It's a time for protecting
and securing things and for making sure you've got in as many supplies as you can. It's nice to
gather together everything you possess as close to you as possible, to store up your warmth and
your thoughts and burrow yourself into a deep hole inside, a core of safety where you can
defend what is important and precious and your very own. Then the cold and the storms and the
darkness can do their worst. They can grope their way up the walls looking for a way in, but
they won't find one, everything is shut, and you sit inside, laughing in your warmth and your
solitude, for you have had foresight.” – Tove Jansson
This passage reminds me of the “winter” of the pandemic, where we were all forced to stay
home, upend our regular routines and reevaluate our priorities. As with the season of winter, it
also became a time to reflect on what gives us warmth and feelings of safety. For most of us,
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The Latest from Sisterhood
January 2022
The weather may be getting colder, but Sisterhood has activities on Zoom coming up. You can
stay warm in your own house, and still have a good time.
The Annual Vodka and Latka on Saturday night, December 11th, which Sisterhood always does
with Social Club, was well attended. All who came to the event had a wonderful time. There was
eating, drinking and dancing. Thank you to our bartenders Stephen Cohen, Mario Gottesmann, and
Sheldon Levine. Also, thank you to the committee led by Ellen Green for an outstanding evening.
Sisterhood had a Virtual Pre-New Year’s secular celebration on Monday night December 27th.
Thank you Ilene Marcus and Barbara Stein for chairing this event, and having activities that were put
together to make the evening fun and enjoyable.
Thank you Judy Posniack and her committee, Fran Leibowitz, Arlene Kane and
Babs Dobbs for continuing the Sisterhood’s Tree of Life for the 2022 year. Honor your family
members with a leaf. The cost is $10 a name. Checks are made out to Sisterhood of MJC and send to
Teresa Gottesmann.
Thank you, Ellen Green, for chairing the purchase of Mah Jongg cards for the year 2022.
On Monday, January 17, 2022 we will have a Board meeting followed by a Virtual Movie
Discussion led by Rachel Streich, the chair of the event. The movie is: “Bombshell: The Hedy
Lamarr Story”. The talk about the movie should be very interesting.
Sisterhood’s February 28th Board meeting will be followed by a Video Presentation by Randi
Herman on Making Hamentashen. Ilene Marcus will be chairing this event.
Sunday, March 6th is Sisterhood’s Annual Torah Fund Brunch. The chair of the event is
Marlene Podell. The Topic is: Synagogues and Communities of the United States with Oscar
Israelowitz. Oscar is an excellent presenter, and it should be a very enjoyable and informative morning.
The Meeting on March 21st will be followed by a Health Program with Psychologist Yoni
Sabin. This evening will be informative and helpful. Rachel is chairing this event.
Happy, Healthy and Safe Winter to Everyone!
Shelli Feldman Sisterhood Co-President
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MJC

HAPPENINGS
January 2022

We had Saturday morning services in the main sanctuary on December 18 th. Everything
went very smoothly. It was nice to see everyone in person. Even Cantor Rimer was
there. He performed beautifully as our cantor emeritus. It was great to see and hear
him. Zoom was also available.
Our monthly mini raffle is still ongoing. For only $10, you have a chance to win $200.
Please send in your entry forms as soon as possible. Checks are now being accepted
for $120 for an entire year of raffles. Both our November winner and the December
donor want to remain anonymous.
Vodka and Latka in conjunction with Sisterhood took place on Saturday evening,
December 11th. It was live in the ballroom. We all enjoyed the good company, latkes,
music, and dancing. It was wonderful to celebrate in person.
BINGO is scheduled for January 22, 2022. Right now it is scheduled live. But we
have to see how everything progresses. We are also working on a crafts night and ping
pong. The Social Club Shabbat will take place on Friday evening, May 20 th. Please let
us know if you have any additional suggestions.
Please keep MJC alive by supporting as many activities as you can. Check your email
and the Message for further information. Phone trees will also go out every week.
Watch for flyers.

Ilene Karpas
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Shalom parents,

We just wanted to take this opportunity to wish everyone a very Happy and Healthy secular
New Year. Wow, I can’t believe it’s already January. It feels like the school year just began but now
we are midway through the school year. Parents, mark your calendars, the Hebrew school will be
having a Tu’bshvat Seder on Wednesday January 12, 2022.
Thank you to all who keep supporting our gift card sales, and yes, we are still selling them.
You can either order them online at www.glscrip.com or you can e-mail me at stevenmel718@aol.com
or Ellen Green at emg522@aol.com and we will put an order through for you. We truly appreciate
those of you who always continue to support the Parents Association.

To: Babs Dobbs & Family
A donation has been made in memory of
your beloved husband, father, grandfather
& brother Danny Dobbs
By: Andrew Menkes & Ruth Richards
Barbara & Barry Stein
To: Erwin Mevorah & Family
A donation has been made in memory of
your beloved mother Esther Mevorah
By: Beverly & Seymour Hoffnung

To: Kery Chariton & Family
A donation has been made in memory of
your beloved mother & grandmother Sarah
Eres
By: Marlene & Paul Podell
To: Eugene Handler & Family
A donation has been made in memory of
your beloved mother Lillian Handler
By: Linda & Saul Greenberg
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YAHRZEIT
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Ronni Ableman

Barbara Greenberg

Rose LoGuirato

Bunny Bender

Thelma Gruber

Eileen Luhrs

Bella Benders

Marcia Guttman

Deborah Miglis

Jeffrey Bernstein

Bruce Herman

Howard Misthal

Laurel Binder

Mekhel Ioffe

Carolyn Nagourney

Bryan Blank

Arlene Kane

Barbara Oppenheimer

Terri Bobrow

Ilene Karpas

Helene Pelowitz

Debra Brown

Rita Kaufman

Helene Phillips

Andrew Cohen

Brian Klasewitz

Paul Podell

Stephen Cohen

Lorna Klein

Marion Resnick

Cheryl DeSimone

Norton Klotz

Elysa Resnikoff

Sherry Desmond

Barry Kolker

Lee Rhodes

Sue Epstein

Judith Korcz

Leslie Rudy

Steven Fox

Barbara Kowalski

Judith Schneier

Melanie Gioia

Selena Kutschera

Douglas Solomon

Betty Goldenkranz

Frances Liebowitz

Harold Wachter
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R’FUAH SH’LEIMAH PRAYER
DONATIONS HAVE BEEN MADE FOR SPEEDY RECOVERY
PRAYERS

For: Stuart Cohen
By: Marlene & Paul Podell
Monique & Richard Ander
Ellen Green
Irma & Roy Alexander
Bunny & Brian Bender
Linda & Stephen Bell
Michael Sosin

For: Beverly Hoffnung
By: Marlene & Paul Podell
Monique & Richard Ander
Ellen Green
Irma & Roy Alexander
Bunny & Brian Bender
Linda & Stephen Bell
Michael Sosin
Andrew Menkes & Ruth Richards
Linda & Michael Parnes
Irina Makarovskaya
Bella Benders

Susan Master sincerely thanks everyone at MJC who expressed their condolences
and made donations in memory of her beloved mother Helene Master

FROM THE BIKKUR HOLIM COMMITTEE
Please contact us if you know of anyone who is ill, hospitalized,
a shut-in, or in need of a phone call.
We will get in touch with them and/or visit them.
Irma: 718-375-9842 or Judy: 718-377-0809
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SAVE THE DATE
Social Club
nd

Saturday, January 22

Bingo

Sisterhood
Monday, January 17, 2022

7:30pm

Saturday, January 22nd
Monday, February 28th

7:30pm

Sunday, March 6th
Monday, March 21st

9:30am
7:30pm

We will have a Board meeting followed by a
Virtual Movie Discussion led by Rachel Streich,
the chair of the event. The movie is “Bombshell:
The Hedy Lamarr Story
Bingo
Board meeting will be followed by a Video
Presentation by Randi Herman on Making
Hamentashen.
Sisterhood’s Annual Torah Fund Brunch.
Meeting will be followed by a Health Program
with Psychologist Yoni Sabin. This evening will
be informative and helpful.

Parents’ Association
Wednesday, January 12

Tu’bshvat Seder in Hebrew School

th

Congregation
Friday, January 21th

7:30pm

Speaker Series continues with
Peter Arborea, Financial Planner

THE MESSAGE

SERVICE SCHEDULE

Published 11 times a year * July/August * 1 issue
Affiliated with the United Synagogue of Conservative Judaism

Friday Evening & Erev Yom Tov………………7:30 PM
Saturday Morning & Yom Tov Morning……9:00 AM
Weekday Minyanim (Mon. & Thurs.)….…..6:45 AM
Sunday Morning & Legal Holidays………...…8:30 AM

2989 Nostrand Ave., Brooklyn, NY 11229
718-339-7755 * email: info@madisonjc.org
Fax: 718-375-2271
Shae J. Kane D.D. ……………………….……..Rabbi
Leslie Rimer……………………..………….…..Cantor Emeritus
Barbara
Stein.………………..…………….President
Rachel Streich,
Roy Alexander…..Co-Presidents

If you need a Minyan at any other time,
please call the office and we will attempt
to assemble one.

Sisterhood Presidents
Harriett Cohen & Shelli Feldman
MJC Social Club President
Ellen Green
P.A. President: Steven Green
Message Layout
Bruce Herman
Editorial Staff
Rabbi Shae J. Kane. D.D. Lainie Packer Monique Ander
Ellen Green
Ilene Karpas
Roy Alexander
Bruce Herman Marlene Podell

TEMPLE OFFICE HOURS
The Synagogue office will be open Monday
through Thursday from 9:00am to 4:00pm,
Friday from 9:00am -12 noon
We are closed on all Jewish and legal holidays.
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Celebrating the Hannukiah Lighting
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Our Vodka & Latka Celebration
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January
Birthday List
3 Christina Kushner

16 Steven Green

9 Loretta Packer

16 Marla Hesse

12 Rita Kaufman

21 Debra Freedman

15 Irma Alexander

23 Barbara Kowalski

15 Babs Dobbs

29 Barbara Stein

Anniversary List

13 Melanie & Jamie Gioia

16 Marla & Matthew Hesse

31 Jill & Steven Saltzman
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Online Gift Cards are now available at M.J.C. through the Parents
Association. It is easy, fast, and aailable all year long!

1. Go to www.shopwithscrip.com
2. Click on family signup and then click on create an account.
3. Next fill out all the necessary info and set up an account.
4. You will see “join a nonprofit.” Underneath will be a box marked “enrollment code.”
Enter A3897D5229989 and then click on join.
5. Now you will be able to order your gift cards online through M.J.C.
6. All money for gift cards must be checks payable to M.J.C and sent to the office after
you order your gift cards online. Please Label the envelope Attention: Melanie or
Steven Green.
7. For those of you who are not comfortable ordering online we also have

a printed list of gift cards that are available and a printed order form.
These also get sent to the office with a check payable to M.J.C and marked
attention Melanie or Steven Green.
No gifts cards will be sent to us unless we send them a check first.
48
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Please Join Us
Sisterhood of Madison Jewish Center
2989 Nostrand Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11229
718-339-7755

www.madisonjc.org

Monday, January 17, 2022
Meeting at 7:30 PM
Followed by the Movie discussion
Virtual Movie Discussion
Led by Rachel Streich

“Bombshell:
The Hedy Lamarr Story”
Starring – Hedy Lamarr, Mel Brooks and Robert Osborne
The movie should be watched before the discussion and can be seen on Amazon Prime or a
DVD copy can be borrowed from the BPL
This movie is the true story of Hollywood glamour queen Hedy Lamarr, the uncredited inventor
of technology that would lead to the cell phone and Bluetooth.
Suggested donation $5 payable to Sisterhood of Madison Jewish Center.
Mail checks to Teresa Gottesmann, 1849 East 26th St., Brooklyn, NY 11229

A Zoom link will be sent prior to the program.
RSVP and questions to Rachel Streich at 718-974-8180.
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THE JANUARY MINI RAFFLE DRAWING
The January sponsors are Barbara and Barry Stein.

Winner will be chosen on February 1.
Send in your $10.00 donation along with
the Raffle form OR send a $120 donation
to be in 12 months of raffles. Send your
check to MJC attention Social Club, and
send Bruce Herman at Brucetchr@aol.com,
your name, address, email, and telephone
number and we will fill out your raffle
forms!
Madison Jewish Center
ATT: Social Club
2989 Nostrand Avenue
Brooklyn, NY 11229
Form and donation must reach MJC
before the end of the month!
Name:__________________________________
Address:_________________________________
Telephone: ______________________________
Email: _______________________________

January

Donating to
MJC is a
Mitzvah.
Do this
Mitzvah, and
you can be a
winner!

Your $10.00
donation enters
you in a
drawing for a
$200.00 cash
prize! But your
$120 donation
enters you in a
year’s worth of
our monthly
raffles!
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Play our raffle:
see page 17

Your ad
goes here
Your ad
goes here

Add your family to
the Tree of Life
on page 14
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IN PERSON SERVICES WILL BE HELD IN THE MAIN SANCTUARY
JANUARY 2022
Sunday

2
Tevet 29

Monday

3
Shevat 1

TEVET-SHEVAT 5782
Tuesday

4
Shevat 2

Wednesday

5
Shevat 3

ZOOM services
at 7:30am

9
Shevat 7

10
Shevat 8
ZOOM services
at 7:30am
ZOOM Exec. Bd.
8:00pm

16
Shevat 14

17
Shevat 15

11
Shevat 9
ZOOM Admin
Bd.
8:00pm

12
Shevat 10

18
Shevat 16

19
Shevat 17

24
Shevat 22

25
Shevat 23

ZOOM Services

Social Club
Meeting
8:00pm

7:30am

30
Shevat 28

31
Shevat 29
ZOOM Services

7:30am

Friday

Saturday

31
Tevet 27
Candle Lighting
4:20 pm
ZOOM Services
7:30pm

1
Tevet 28

26
Shevat 24

ZOOM

services at
10:30am

6
Shevat 4

7
Shevat 5

8
Shevat 6

ZOOM
services at
7:30am

Candle Lighting
4:24pm
ZOOM Services
7:30pm

services
10:30am

13
Shevat 11

14
Shevat 12

15
Shevat 13

Candle Lighting
4:32pm
ZOOM Services
7:30pm
Tu B'Shvat Seder

ZOOM
services
7:30am
Sisterhood
Meeting
7:30PM

23
Shevat 21

Thursday

20
Shevat 18

21
Shevat 19

ZOOM
services at
7:30am

Candle Lighting
4:31pm
ZOOM Services
7:30pm
Birthday Anniversary
Shabbat
Speaker Series

27
Shevat 25

28
Shevat 26

ZOOM
services at
7:30am

Candle Lighting
4:48pm
ZOOM Services
7:30pm

ZOOM

In Person
Services at

10:30am

22
Shevat 20
ZOOM

services at
10:30am

29
Shevat 27
ZOOM
Sevices
10:30am

